
And then there was one? 
 

Federal Conservatives just finished a week they would like to forget.  In the space 
of seventy- two hours three more high profile Conservatives, Rona Ambrose, 
Pierre Poilievere and Jean Charest, all said they were not interested in running for 
the federal leadership.  With these potential candidates bowing out of the race 
even before it starts the only creditable candidate remaining is Peter MacKay, a 
deeply flawed “progressive” Conservative who may soon be facing the combined 
wrath of the party’s social conservative wing. 
 
When the campaign to replace departing leader Andrew Scheer began in 
December, it was widely believed that the Conservatives would field a shining 
array of candidates who featured significant governmental experience and star 
appeal to challenge that of Justin Trudeau.  It was expected that a number of well 
liked provincial premiers, led by Jason Kenney from Alberta, would throw their 
hats into the ring to join a sprinkling of sitting members of parliament, many with 
impressive resumes in the cabinets of former Prime Minister Stephen Harper. 
 
The exact opposite has happened, and the decisions made by Ambrose, Poilievre 
and Charest have caused Canadians to ask what is wrong with the Conservative 
Party.  Ambrose released a statement that said, “I loved my 13 years in public 
service as an MP, minister and especially leader of this great party.  But right now, 
I am focused on making a difference through the private sector.”Poilievre shared 
that, “I knew it would be hard on my family life to do this.  But I did not realize 
how hard.”Jean Charest added, “The Conservative Party has undergone deep 
changes since I left in 1998.  My positions regarding a number of social issues are 
based on deep conviction.  I have a happy family life and a very active law 
practice.” 
 
Those statements, all well crafted and undoubtedly sincere, certainly suggest that 
the leadership of the Conservative Party is no longer the prize it once was.  People 
are not prepared to give up lucrative private sector jobs, precious family time or 
sacrifice personally held convictions for the sake of success at the June leadership 
convention.  Leading the party of MacDonald, Meighen, Bennett, Diefenbaker, 
Clarke, Mulroney and Harper now appears to be a “crown of thorns” for most 
ambitious politicians on the ideological right, a must-miss opportunity. 
 



As of January 25 the field looks to be Peter MacKay’s for the taking.  Reports have 
many federal and provincial Conservatives coalescing around MacKay, believing 
that he has the proper blend of “progressive conservatism” to fight the Liberals in 
Quebec, urban Ontario and the lower mainland of British Columbia. 
  
Peter MacKay appears to have the package a moderate Conservative would be 
looking for on Election Day.  He is well spoken, self-deprecating and photogenic.  
He has deep roots in the party as the son of well loved Nova Scotia MP Elmer 
MacKay. He was the last leader of the Progressive Conservatives before the 2003 
merger with the Canadian Alliance and was a senior cabinet minister in all three 
of Stephen Harper’s governments, handling his portfolios with competence and 
assurance. 
 
MacKay is a supporter of a woman’s right to choose, gay marriage and medically 
assisted induced death.  He has also supported in the past “reasonable and 
responsible” gun legislation typical of the kind introduced by Brian Mulroney and 
Kim Campbell in the early 1990s.  MacKay has deep roots in Atlantic Canada, 
many friends in Quebec from his leadership days, and has close ties to Premier 
Doug Ford in vote rich Ontario. 
 
Some Conservatives believe MacKay’s wife, Nazanin Afshin-Jam, is a political force 
in her own right.  Afshin-Jam is a writer, public speaker, NGO president and 
former Miss World Canada competitor.  Her family arrived from Iran as refugees 
in 1979, and she has experienced nothing but success in Canada.  Some believe 
that Conservative outreach to New Canadian communities could be considerably 
helped by having MacKay and Afshin-Jam leading the party.  Those who have met 
her say Afshin-Jam reminds them very much of Mila Mulroney who was a major 
player in her husband’s success as Prime Minister from 1984-1993. 
 
MacKay appears to be the leader Conservatives could rally around and fight the 
next election with, but questions persist about MacKay ideologically and 
intellectually. 
 
One local party member shared, “Personally I am ecstatic that the field is clearing 
the way for MacKay.  My only fear is the Reformers are going to hang MacKay out 
to dry on Election Day and stay home.  Peter is a fine and principled man who will 
give Trudeau a real run for his money, but will the hard right of the party abandon 



him?  Maxime Bernier must be salivating at the possibility of tens of thousands of 
disaffected Reformers parking their protest vote with the Peoples Party as long as 
MacKay is the federal leader.” 
 
One long time Reform/Conservative told me, “MacKay would be disastrous for 
the party.  He is nothing but “Justin-lite.”  We need a “real” Conservative taking 
the fight to the Liberals.  Social conservatives are the life blood of this movement.  
We knock on the doors and put up the signs.  We thought we had “our guy” in 
Scheer.  He chickened out under the bright lights and would not support the 
rights of the unborn, or the rights of law abiding gun owners.  Fool me once.....it 
won’t happen again and we have the power to give the nomination to whoever 
we want.” 
 
Another added, “Harper will never allow the party to drift back to the centre 
again.  We are proudly right-wing and believe with the “right” Conservative 
leading us the support across Canada will be there come election time.  We don’t 
beat Trudeau by becoming Trudeau.  We also won’t sell out to Quebec for 
political power....I’d rather be in opposition than be beholden to Quebec for the 
right to govern.” 
 
While on the topic of Quebec, there remains significant speculation regarding 
another problem MacKay might have going into not only the leadership campaign 
but the next election as party leader: his ability to speak French.  Descriptions like 
“serviceable”, “appropriately fluent” and “working to improve” do not inspire 
confidence in MacKay’s abilities to sell Conservative ideology in La Belle Province.   
 
Quebecers, spoiled by the fluently bilingual Brian Mulroney and the grammatically 
competent Stephen Harper, were angered not only by Andrew Scheer’s policies 
but his halting and mangled syntax.  It will be intriguing to see just how much 
candidate MacKay’s French has improved since his time as a Harper cabinet 
minister. 
 
Campaigns on social media have already begun with the hash tag “Anyone but 
MacKay”, and rural Conservatives particularly from the Reform/Alliance heartland 
of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta are scrambling for a viable candidate now 
that Rona Ambrose has withdrawn from the race.  So far, there have been no 



takers with the gravitas to pony up the non-refundable $300,000 entry fee to run 
for the Conservative Party leadership. 
 
Informed speculation persists that the Calgary Petroleum Club elite who have 
bankrolled the new Conservative Party since its inception in 2003 are vainly 
hoping for a “return of the king moment” with Stephen Harper once again 
offering his services to the party as leader.  Friends of Harper have shared that 
“the former Prime Minister is keeping a close eye on the situation that is 
unfolding and will do everything within his power to ensure that the next leader 
of the Conservative Party has the mandate and full support of all Conservatives.”  
 
It will be interesting to see if Peter MacKay is that next leader of a united 
Conservative movement.  The next few months will soon flesh out that story line 
with Conservatives hoping it will have a happy ending for all involved. 
 


